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Museum Quality

Is the term, museum quality, overused? Not 

when it applies to works of art that truly 

meet the definition. Museum quality is used 

to describe works of such high caliber and 

importance; they are included in the collections 

of prestigious world-class museums. These 

works of art have been deemed to warrant a 

place in the pantheon of art history, so they can 

be shared with present and future generations.  

This book explores many different works of art, 

both original masterpieces and expert copies, 

and the artists who create them--all within the 

context of the museum quality designation.  



Artists for centuries have practiced the art of copying 

masterpiece paintings of artists who created works of 

art before them.  This is a way of paying homage to 

the masters of art.  The talent and craftsmanship that 

goes into copying a work of art can be more daunting 

in some cases then creating the original artwork.  This 

is because the copyist must use all of his or her skills 

to capture the essence of the original and the style and 

techniques utilized by the original creator.  To many 

an artist that have explored this path, it becomes a rite 

of passage to bigger and better creative exploitations.  

The artist of centuries past created the masterpieces of 

yesterday for the enjoyment of today. 

Renowned Art Copyists of the World’s – Greatest Paintings

Art Washes Away From “The 

Soul the Dust of Everyday Life”                                                                                 

Picasso

Copyist Artist re-CreAting A MAsterpieCe At the Louvre

Paris, France
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  Prestige Fine Art Categories 

We at Prestige Fine Art define our style categories in a unique and unexpected manner.  We 
do not use the typical “art movement” terms that art historians or academics use.  Instead, 
we have developed five category descriptions tailored to assist our art collectors.  These are 
easily grasped terms that work, designed to break down the different artistic styles that we 
offer into straightforward language.  Like so many things that look easy, it took us years to 
perfect these categories.

We always listen and learn from our customers. As a result, we have created categories that 
are of the most interest to our collectors, providing an uncomplicated point of reference to 
help them decide what types of paintings they like the most. Of course, we have plenty of 
cross-over genres, which fit into more than one category. Plus, we have devised subcategories 
to help define the most popular subject matter. 

 Main Categories 

Impressionism, Old Master Old World, Romantic Classical Victorian, Historical  
Western, Americana.

These subcategories include:

Children, Nautical, Seascapes, Still Life, Hunting Scenes, Religious, Equestrian, Animals, 
Wildlife, Landscapes, Nudes, Floral, Street Scenes, Lovers, Pastels, Portraits, and more. 

Remember, each of these subcategories can be applied to each of the five Prestige Fine Art 
style categories, which follow.

chapter eight
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Impressionism

PresTige Fine arT’s art category, “Impressionism”, is the only term we use that 
is closely aligned with the term used in the academic and art historical 

worlds.  It represents paintings created by the avant-garde artists of the 
19th century; a time of groundbreaking changes in how artists saw the world 
around them.  When collectors ask me, “What exactly does impression mean,” 
I explain that the artists used a lot of color and vibrant strokes of paint 
applied quickly and thickly, thus creating a loose “impression” of a subject 
or scene rather than a detailed and highly refined study:  think Monet, vAn 
gogh, and renoir. 
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the Dinner pArty (eMuLAtion)
by Grun, Jules Alexandre

the pink DAnCers

by Degas, Edgar
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Impressionism

the pAssAgeWAy of the operA

by Beraud, Jean

pAris street sCene (eMuLAtion)
by Beraud, Jean
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the tWo sisters

by Renoir, Pierre Auguste

ArgenteuiL

by Monet, Claude

DAns LA prAirie

by Monet, Claude

Chez Le pere LAthuiLe

by Manet, Edouard

sAiLing BoAt At ArgenteuiL

by Caillebotte, Gustave

spring Bouquet

by Renoir, Pierre Auguste
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CALM Morning

by Benson, Frank Weston

the gArDens of Les MAthurins At pontoise, 1876
by Pissarro, Camille

Monet pAinting in his gArDen in ArgenteuiL

by Renoir, Pierre Auguste

BreAkfAst in BeD

by Cassatt, Mary

outsiDe the theAter Du vAuDeviLLe (eMuLAtion)
by Beraud, Jean

nAture Morte:Les grosses poMMes

by Cezanne, Paul
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siDeWALk CAfe At night

by Gogh, Vincent van

seAsCApe At sAinte-MAries 
(vieW of MeDiterAneAn)

by Gogh, Vincent van 
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Impressionism

the AppLe seLLer

by Renoir, Pierre Auguste

the DuCk ponD

by Monet, Claude
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Old Master Old World

Old Master/Old World, in PresTige Fine arT terminology, is best described 
as the artistic styles and artists of the 16th century, such as reMBrAnDt, 

DA vinCi, CArAvAggio (and many more).  These paintings tend to be dark in 
color and filled with painterly texture.  We are highly skilled at recreating 
these aspects, and we can also “age” such paintings to make them look even 
older and more authentic.  Primarily, our collectors understand that 
this category refers to the renowned “Old Masters” of the predominantly 
European “Old World”. 
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WoMAn With A peArL neCkLACe

by Vermeer, Jan

the storM on the seA of gALiLee

by Rembrandt Harmensz, van Rijn

seAport With the eMBArkAtion of the queen of sABA

by Lorraine, Claude

st. MiChAeL

by Murillo, Bartolome

shepherDs With her fLoCk

by Millet, Jean-Francois

ADorAtion of the MAgi

by Rubens, Peter Paul
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grAnD CAnAL the riALto BriDge froM the north

by Canaletto (Giovanni Antonio Canal)

the AstronoMer

by Vermeer, Jan

the AngeLus

by Millet, Jean-Francois

the CroWning of sAint CAtherine

by Rubens, Peter Paul

the return of the proDigAL son

by Rembrandt Harmensz, van Rijn

fruit AnD BirDs

by Bogdany, Jakob
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gALLery With A vieW of AnCient roMe

by Pannini, Giovanni Paolo

the gArDen of Love

by Rubens, Peter Paul
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Old Master Old World

the triuMph of ALexAnDer

by Lebrun, Charles

the triBunA of the uffizi

by Zoffany, John
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the ALLegory of pAinting

by Vermeer, Jan

BuCintoro returning to the MoLo on ACension

by Canaletto (Giovanni Antonio Canal)
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Romantic Classical Victorian

This category encompasses many genres that cross over among the main 
PresTige Fine arT categories.  “Romantic” includes works by many different 

artists who all focus on subjects imbued with a loving nature.  “Classical” 
refers to any paintings that conjure an eternal gravitas, especially a significant 
time period or event in history--often painted by masters who specialize in 
the genre.  “Victorian” captures an era when artists painted women and 
landscapes highlighted by decorative frills and flourishes, whether in 
manner of dress or expression of scenery. 
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the sWing

by Fragonard, Jean-Honore

CirCe

by Wardle, Arthur

the Lion hunt

by Delacroix, Eugene

the MerMAiD

by Leighton, Frederic--Lord of Stretton

prepArAtions for the MArriAge  
of the sherif’s DAughters

by Tapiro y Bara, Jose

BAnquet stiLL Life With pArrots

by de Heem, Jan Davidz
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the stoLen kiss

by Fragonard, Jean-Honore

the MusiCAL Contest

by Fragonard, Jean-Honore

the guitAr pLAyer

by Vermeer, Jan

verMeer in his stuDio

by Charlemont, Eduard

roMeo & JuLiet

by Dicksee, Sir Frank

LADy goDivA

by Collier, John (The Honorable)
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rest, 1879
by Bouguereau, Adolphe William

ABDuCtion of psyChe

by Bouguereau, Adolphe William
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Romantic Classical Victorian

unConsCious rivALs

by Alma-Tadema, Sir Lawrence

the reCitAL 
by Riggiani
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A sCuLpture gALLery

by Alma-Tadema, Sir Lawrence

song of the AngeLs, 1881
by Bouguereau, Adolphe William
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Romantic Classical Victorian

AurorA

by Reni, Guido

MArs DisArMeD By venus AnD the three grACes

by David, Jacques-Louis
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Historical and Western

“Historical”, to the folks at PresTige Fine arT, means paintings that signify 
events in the world that merit recognition and have been documented by a 

well-known artist.  It is a broad category that encompasses its own distinctive 
set of subcategories:  Religious, War, Independence, Cultural Events, and 
Societal Changes. These paintings represent monumental moments captured 
by monumental artists. 

The category, “Western”, indicates the American West, a grand and panoramic style of 
painting that celebrates pioneers, cowboys, Native Americans, and the sweeping and spectacular 
natural vistas that make up our vast country.  This category is ideal for art lovers who are 
intrigued by six shooters, spurs, and cowboy hats--and riding the prairies and plains of the 
old West on galloping horses--evoking a way of life that was both challenging and romantic.
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WAshington reADing his fAreWeLL ADDress

by Moran Edward Percy

the LAst supper

by da Vinci, Leonardo
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Historical and Western

A DAsh for the tiMBers

by Remington Frederic

DefeAt of the spAnish ArMADA

by Vroom, Hendrick Cornelisz
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CAvALry ChArges on the southern pLAins

by Remington, Frederic

the serMon on the Mount

by Bloch, Carl Heinrich

When the LAW DuLLs the eDge of ChAnCe

by Russell, Charles M.

neptune resigning to BritAnniA the eMpire of the seA

by Dyce, William

the BAttLe of WAterLoo, 1815
Prestige Fine Art

nApoLeon ADDressing the seConD Corp of the grAnD ArMy 
by Gautherot, Pierre
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Historical and Western

Loops AnD sWift horses Are surer thAn LeAD

by Russell, Charles M

in Without knoCking

by Russell, Charles M
the CinCh ring

by Russell, Charles M.

AttACk on the suppLy WAgons

by Remington, Frederic

the trooper

by Remington, Frederic

the AMBush

by Russell, Charles M.
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the CApture ConstAntinopLe

by Tintoretto, Jocopo Robusti

BoMBArDMent of ALgiers

by Chambers, George
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Historical and Western

JustiCe

by Anonymous

BonApArte Crossing the ALps

by David, Jacques-Louis
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Americana

This category documents American history, from early American history, 
such as the landing of Christopher Columbus, to the present day, such as 

the landing on the moon. In short, it references the struggles and triumphs 
that America has experienced in its more than 200 years of existence.  These 
paintings shout, “This is the American way of life!”
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oLD MoDeLs

by Harnett, William Michael

the oLD vioLin

by Harnett, William Michael

the yACht MAgiC DefenDAing AMeriCA’s Cup, 1870
by Buttersworth, James Edward
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Americana

tAking his eAse, 1885
by Hovenden, Thomas

priDe

by Hovenden, Thomas
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snAp the Whip

by Homer, Winslow

three Boys in LoBster BoAt

by Homer, Winslow

A roCky torrent - grAnD CAnyon

by Moran, Thomas

sierrA nevADA

by Bierstadt, Albert

tenDing the rose gArDen

by Knight, Daniel Ridgway

south Boston pier

by Prendergast, Maurice
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Americana

Mrs. fiske WArren AnD her DAughter rACheL

by Sargent, John Singer

stuDy of An orChiD

by Heade, Martin Johnson

grAnD CAnyon With rAinBoW

by Moran, Thomas
kinDreD spirits

by Durand, Asher Brown

inDepenDenCe (squire JACk porter)
by Mayer, Frank Blackwell

WAterfALL

by Smith, John Brandon
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BAhAMAs hArBour, 1882
by Bierstadt, Albert

the ConsuMMAtion of eMpire (Course of the eMpire series)
by Cole, Thomas
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Americana

stAtue of LiBerty enLightening the WorLD

by Moran, Edward

the Avenue in the rAin

by Hassam, Frederick Childe
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Pastels

It has always been my desire to share and enjoy all the popular mediums 
of art.  “Pastels” have been used by many renowned artists, from DegAs to 

piCAsso, and they are a joyful, lighthearted, and enlightening example of 
art works that step outside the realm of the oil painting medium.  

Over the years, we have engaged our talented artists to recreate famous pastels, drawings, 
and even photographs to enhance our loyal art patrons’ individual collections.  Here is a small 
sampling of some of the fine works in pastel that Prestige Fine Art has produced, honoring 
the medium’s brilliant color palette and unrestrained expressiveness. 
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the soWer 
by Gogh,Vincent van

Les BALLerines

by Degas, Edgar

DAnseuse

by Degas, Edgar

orChArD surrounDeD By Cypresses 
by Gogh,Vincent van

DAnCers At the BArrA, 1877-79
by Degas, Edgar

young WoMAn WiAA DAnCer With tAMBourine

by Degas, Edgar
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Prestige Fine Art Painting Categories 

“To give body and perfect form to your thought, this alone is what it is to be an artist.”

--Jacques-Louis David                                                                                                                     

Artists have been painting portraits for centuries.  This genre captures a moment in time, 
visually documenting for posterity the individuals who have shaped our world.  Portrait 
galleries in every country are filled with portraits of emperors, presidents, noblemen, inventors, 
scientists, religious figures, financial barons, as well as kings and queens.  The artists who 
painted them, and the people who commissioned them, wished to create a legacy of how 
they made their mark on history.  

It is no surprise that one of the staples of many an artist’s body of work has often been 
portraiture.  These artists took the path of painting portraits of prominent or royal figures as 
a means of supporting themselves well while bringing joy to their sitters.  Likewise, wealthy 
individuals have long sought out celebrated portrait artists, known for their talent at capturing 
the spirit of their subjects through facial expressions and bodily gestures--giving the viewer 
a glimpse of the “real” person behind the crown, title, or family name.  
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Artists also paint self-portraits as a way of securing their own legacy.  Several artists, such 
as Rembrandt, 1606-1669, painted numerous self-portraits at different stages of their lives.  
I will never forget sitting on a viewing bench in the Metropolitan Museum of Art during an 
exhibition of many such paintings by the Dutch painter. As I sat contemplating this great 
artist, I felt as though he was staring straight at me from everywhere I looked.  

The eyes in Rembrandt’s self-portraits are 
particularly haunting and memorable.  While 
you are observing his eyes, you get the distinct 
feeling that he is looking at you!  He seems to be 
challenging you with his extraordinary talent, and 
the viewer gets a glimpse of this special artist’s true 
personality.  We can see clearly why Rembrandt’s 
depth and perception set the bar for the artists of 
his time. 

German portrait painter Franz Winterhalter 
was very prolific and well known for his likenesses 
of royalty painted in the mid-nineteenth century, 
and his name became associated with fashionable 
court portraiture. Among his best known works 
are Empress Eugénie Surrounded by her Ladies in 
Waiting (1855) and Empress Elisabeth of Austria 
(1865); one of several portraits of this monarch.

Winterhalter  painted 
hundreds of portraits for his 
Victoria-era patrons.  Some 
were portraits of illustrious 
individuals or families; others 
were portraits of titled ladies 
and gentlemen or monarchs 
of the day.  Before cameras 
came along, portraits served 
the purpose of recording 
images to honor and preserve 
the memories of the movers 

seLf-portrAit At the Age of 34
by Rembrandt Harmensz, van Rijn

royAL fAMiLy

by Winterhalter Franz
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and shakers of a particular time. Philosophers, teachers, writers, scientists, poets, captains, 
generals, admirals--all of these renowned men and women grace the walls of national portrait 
galleries throughout the world—a visual “who’s who” chronicling the important faces and 
figures that comprise history.

During the march for freedom of colonial America, we were graced with portrait artists 
such as John Trumbull, Rembrandt Peale, and many more.  Even with the availability 
of modern-day photography, painted portraits remain a very popular medium.  There is 
something painterly and evocative about a hand-painted portrait that a photograph is unable 
to replicate. The depth of a hand-painted portrait by a skilled artist is truly a marvel that 
inspires admiration.  

Like other forms of painting, such as landscapes and still-life paintings, portraits are painted 
in many different styles.  These include impressionism, photo realism, abstraction, cubism, 
and much more.  Many artists, such as John Singer Sargent, John Trumbull, Charles 
Wilson Peale, and the aforementioned Franz Winterhalter, developed signature portrait 
styles over time, which are immediately recognizable.  These specialty artists were sought 
out by “suitors” who wanted a portrait painted by a well-known portrait master.  They also 
painted subjects of their own liking, which further displayed their talents, but they were 
often called upon to paint portraits for which they had garnered top-notch reputations.

In my career as an art dealer, I have enjoyed learning about these great masters of portraits.  
I have visited numerous museums and galleries whose collections are dedicated to portraiture.  
Portraits painted by the living masters of today 
can command prices in the tens-of- thousands 
to hundreds-of-thousands of dollars.  I have 
known modern portrait masters who require a 
minimum of fifty thousand dollars, and they 
have a three-year waiting list.  

Our artists at Prestige Fine Art offer portraits 
at very reasonable rates without compromising 
expertise and excellence.  We have had clients 
request copies of celebrated presidential 
portraits, famous family portraits, and well-
known royal portraits, along with their own 

ConWAy WeDDing portrAit

by Prestige Fine Art
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portraits or portraits of their children and grandchildren.  These personal portraits become 
exceptional keepsakes of heirloom quality that mark a client’s, or his or her family’s, own 
“moment in time.”

    What’s more, our artists can 
easily work from photographs 
if a subject cannot sit for a 
portrait.  In this way, our 
artists can also capture 
entire families experiencing 
momentous occasions. For 
instance, one such family 
had visited Machu Picchu in 
Peru and wanted the magical 
journey captured for all time. 
Another client commissioned 
a wedding portrait as a gift 
from father-to-bride.  These 
are milestone moments in the 
lives of families, depicted in a 
unique way and passed down 
from generation to generation.  

Our artists’ ability to work from photographs not only gives our clients the flexibility of 
not having to sit for hours on end, but also allows the artist to romanticize and idealize the 
painting (if that is what a client desires).  For example, an artist might paint an engagement 
ring diamond a few carats larger than the real thing or help the groom shed a few pounds 
for his wedding day! Again, this would be done only upon request.  The following pages of 
Prestige Fine Art’s distinctive portrait work will give you an idea of how you might create 
your own portrait of a loved one or of an historical figure you personally admire.  In short, 
portraits stand the test of time and offer years of enjoyment throughout the generations. 

Here’s a notable story. A client requested life-sized portraits of the first four presidents of 
the United States for the Founders Inn in Virginia Beach.  We also painted 100 works of 
art for this historic hotel’s learning center. This was our client’s response to the portraits:

“The standing portrait of Washington is nothing short of magnificent!  I doubt if even an expert 
could tell that it is not an original.” --Pat Robertson, Chairman of the Board

portrAit of MArk &  JoAnn skousen With son At MAChu piCChu

by Prestige Fine Art
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Portraits

We have had requests from individuals to paint portraits of beloved inventors and scientists, 
too. For example, our artists painted portraits of the father of modern chemistry, Antoine-
Laurent de Lavoisier, American inventor Thomas Edison, French chemist and biologist Louis 
Pasteur (responsible for the pasteurization process), and French-Polish physicist, chemist, 
and Nobel Prize winner Marie Currie, famous for her pioneering research on radioactivity. 
These portraits were intended for an art collection dedicated to the great inventors and 
scientists behind the world’s most life-changing breakthroughs. 

portrAit of LAvoisier

by Prestige Fine Art
portrAit of Louis pAsteur

by Prestige Fine Art

portrAit of MArie Curie

by Prestige Fine Art
portrAit of thoMAs eDison

by Prestige Fine Art

Portraiture is a difficult art form, requiring special skills developed over many years of study, 
and Prestige Fine Art has many brilliant portrait artists at its disposal to fulfill the need for 
such a specialized art form.  Within this realm, as we do within other painting categories, 
we offer many customized painting options for our art lovers and collectors. Our ability 
to deliver distinctive and exceptional portraits is another example of how Prestige Fine Art 
enhances lives by providing meaning through the power of art. 
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portrAit of JAMes MADison

by Vanderlyn, John

thoMAs Jefferson

by Peale, Rembrandt

portrAit of BenJAMin frAnkLin

by Greuze, Jean Baptise

John ADAMs

by Peale, Charles Willson

ABrAhAM LinCoLn

by Story, G. H

portrAit of sAM houston

by Prestige Fine Art

prinCe ALBert 
by Winterhalter Franz

seLf portrAit John truMBuLL

by Trumbull, John

george WAshington

by Peale, Rembrandt
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portrAit of WoLfgAng AMADeus MozArt

by Krafft, Barbara

Jesus Christ

by Prestige Fine Art

queen viCtoAriA At her CoronAtion, 1838
by Hayter, George

Brother & sister

by Beechey, Sir William

the Meeting of JACoB AnD rACheL

by Dyce, William

LA peinture en pLein Air

by Vanaise, Gustave

Art & LiterAture, 1867
by Bouguereau, Adolphe William

phiLADeLphiA AnD eLizABeth WhArton

by Dyck, Sir Anthony Van

DAisies

by Bouguereau, Adolphe William
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seLf-portrAit As A young MAn

by Rembrandt Harmensz, van Rijn

portrAit of A MAn

by Messina, Antonello da

A Boy reADing (titus)
by Rembrandt Harmensz, van Rijn

portrAit of A young MAn

by Bellini, Giovanni

henry hoWArD, eArL of surrey

by Scrotes, Guillim

AristotLe ConteMpLAting the Bust of hoMer

by Rembrandt Harmensz, van Rijn

portrAit of A young MAn

by Bonvicino, Alessandro

her neW Love

by Elsley, Arthur John

the AsCension of Christ

by Rembrandt Harmensz, van Rijn
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eMpress Josephine of frAnCe #2
by Gerard, Francois

portrAit of A WoMAn With BLACk tie

by Modigliani, Amedeo

pinkie

by Lawrence, Sir Thomas

the first of MAy, 1851
by Winterhalter, Xavier

portrAit of A knight of MALtA

by Caravaggio

the BLue Boy

by Gainsborough, Thomas

sir Arthur ConAn DoyLe

by Gates, H. L

DAisies

by Bouguereau, Adolphe William

A girL With A BAsket of fruit

by Leighton, Frederic-Lord of Stretton
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portriAt of the trout fAMiLy

by Prestige Fine Art

portrAit of trACy & BrittAny

by Prestige Fine Art

portrAit of eLLy

by Prestige Fine Art

portrAit of JACquie Mero 
by Prestige Fine Art

portrAit of the LAthAM’s
by Prestige Fine Art

portrAit of the etzeL ChiLDren

by Prestige Fine Art

portrAit of Mrs. osheroW

by Prestige Fine Art

portrAit of DonALD truMp

by Prestige Fine Art

portrAit of Mrs. vAn spALL

by Prestige Fine Art

portrAit of Mr. & Mrs. DerosA

by Prestige Fine Art

portrAit of tyLer perry 
by Ron DiScenza

portrAit of JAMes kenny 
by Prestige Fine Art

portrAit of eLMer AnD nAtALie 
Mero 

by Prestige Fine Art

CEO and Family Legacy of Portraits

portrAit of niCoLe AnD  
JACquie Mero 
by Prestige Fine Art
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  Our Art Collectors’ Homes

Each of the homes featured on the following pages represents a unique 
challenge to enhance the lifestyle and surroundings of a particular 

client, according to his or her wishes.  Since PresTige Fine arT has the 
ability to paint any painting in any size, we can tailor all art work to suit 
an art collector’s home and taste. The collector simply chooses his favorite 
masterpieces and matches them with optimal display places throughout the 
home.  These projects have given me the rewarding pleasure of helping clients 
and/or their decorators create personalized art museums of their own. 

chapter twelve
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Highland Beach Home

This home owner, an avid art collector 
and successful businesswoman, wanted us 
to recreate the Boca Raton home’s mood 
for her beach house. We asked her to let 
us take the lead and place preliminary art 
work on the first floor of the home.  At 
Prestige Fine Art, we are counted on to 
add art to the estates of a few collectors 
per year, so we keep about 200 paintings 
in inventory for the purpose of “staging” 
homes—a great way for a client to decide 
what she likes and doesn’t like. Once this 
particular client made those decisions, we 
had set the tone on the first floor--and we 

moved up the staircase to the upstairs 
bedrooms, offices, and media rooms.  
The client loved the results.  What 
better compliment is there than a client 
requesting our services after viewing 
another client’s home. By listening and 
guiding the customer and sharing our 
knowledge of great paintings we are 
able to help create a masterpiece home!

reMBrAnDt, pontorMo, verMeer

Office, Study, Room

the MerMAiD, by Leighton,Federic
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the triBunA of the uffizi

by Zoffany, John

gArDen of Love,  
by Rubens

DuCAL pALACe, veniCe, 
by Canaletto

roMeo AnD JoiLet, 
Sculpture Artist, unknown

CezAnne, eisLey, Monet,
guest bedroom
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Atlanta Home

The Atlanta home was a wonderful project 
for us.  Prestige Fine Art was presented with 
the task of finding paintings by several grand 
masters that depicted African Americans in a 
meaningful way.  I chose Winslow Homer’s 
work and several other artists.  The home 
owner made his own suggestions, too, which 
we researched to find a fitting  selection from 
which to choose.  The collector wanted our 

artist to paint eight out of ten select paintings 
on a large format canvas, 6 x 9 feet.  I 
thoroughly enjoy this kind of project, working 
with large paintings to make large statements.  
We delivered the paintings with our white 
glove treatment and rented scaffolding to 
double hang the large paintings one above 
the other.  Wow! 

the guLf streAM, by Homer, Winslow (top)

priDe, by T.W. HovendenDressing for the CArnivAL, by Homer, Winslow

unCLe neD At hoMe, 
by Homer, Winslow (top)
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A few months later, the collector decided 
he had room for another five paintings, and 
I located references for him.  He made quick 
decisions, and we proceeded.  There’s no better   
compliment than a satisfied client.

to the highest BiDDer, by Harry Herman Roseland

the Bright siDe, 1865, By Homer, Winslow

the BALtiMore neWs venDor, by T. W. Hovenden MArket WoMAn, by T. W. Hovenden

MArket WoMAn

by T. W. Hovenden
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London Home

This home offered several areas for which 
we reproduced specific paintings, chosen 
by the owner from our large photographic 
album of 500 paintings.  This professionally 
photographed album is designed to make the 
selection process easy and enjoyable.  Once 
the paintings were picked out by the client, 
we at Prestige Fine Art decided on the most 
appropriate sizes and frames to suit each display 
space and the home overall. 

CAve of the storM nyMphs

by Poynter, Sir Edmond John

ADorAtion of the MAgi

by Rubens , Peter Paul
BuCintoro returning, by Canaletto

portrAit of A MAn, by Messini

Destiny

by  Waterhouse, John William
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seAport With the eMBArkAtion of the queen of sABA

by Lorraine, Claude

pAnDorA

by Waterhouse, John William

LADy goDivA

by Collier, John (The Honorable)

in the peristyLe

by Waterhouse, John William
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Royal Palm Home

Sometimes my services are called upon by 
other entrepreneurs to assist with their own 
work.  In this case, a luxury home developer, 
who owns several large properties in prestigious 
areas, wanted to stage a home he planned to sell, 
and he thought fantastic artwork would help 
him do that.  First, he met with me to select 
paintings in specific sizes from the references 
I showed him. Then he picked one of our 
artists to paint all of the chosen works. The 
open house gathering was grand and included 
an instrumental quartet to complement the 
beautiful artwork. The house was sold to an 

the Broken fLoWer pot

by Verhas, Jan

the soDA fountAin

by Glackens, William J.
WiLD fLoWers

by Waterhouse, John William
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pAinters sALon

by Stevens, Alfred

fLoWers AnD fruit

by Renoir, Pierre Auguste

A friDAy At the sALon of the frenCh Artists

by Grun, Jules Alexandre

executive and sports team owner from England, 
and he decided to keep every single painting in 
the home.  Not only that, he ordered a dozen 
more paintings for his new house.

color correction

fLoWers AnD fruit

by Renoir, Pierre Auguste
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Sanctuary Home 

In some cases, a collector has a distinct 
vision of her own.  My job is to determine 
exactly what that vision is so I can help a client 
realize it.  I ask questions about preferred art 
styles.  In many instances, I show examples of 
several painting styles to assist with a direction.  
These references come from art books, auction 
catalogues, or websites, and sometimes I supply 
large-scale posters and prints so the client can 
better envision how a painting might look in 
a specific location.  Often the client “lives” 
with the print for a while to get a better feel.  
Sometimes “walking away and coming back 
later” helps with the decision process.  This 
home is one of three that Prestige Fine Art 
filled with paintings, so the client knows our 
process well. For her, we actually reoriented a 

Brother AnD sister

by Beechey, Sir William

fAntAsy fish BoWL

by Goodes

gALLey With vieWs of MoDern roMe

by Pannini, Giovanni Paolo

BAhAMAs hArBour 1882
by Bierstadt, Albert

(painted as vertical, original is horizontal)
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grAnD CAnAL

by Turner, William

Birth of venus

by Botticelli, Alessandoa

the pAssAgeWAy of the operA

by Beraud, Jean

seAport With eMBArkAtion of queen of sABA

by Lorraine, Claude

(painted as vertical original horizontal)

the LAMent for iCArus

by Draper, Herbert

horizontal painting into a vertical painting, 
showing the client sketches first, so she 
could enjoy a favorite image and still fit 
it into a vertical spot. The results for this 
home, and the others we have outfitted 
for this client, have been outstanding!  She 
obviously thinks so, because we are working 
on house number four.
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Boca Raton Home 
We completed this home for a powerful 

CEO who took charge, knew what he 
wanted, and selected bold paintings, which 
reflected his strong character. We started 
in the living room/entertaining area, and I 
introduced him to the concept of double 
and triple hanging a wall (placing two or 
three paintings on the same wall, above 
one another). To do this well, one must 
first determine the subject and style of the 
art, as well as the best sizes, so everything 
fits together and creates the most impact. 

Course of the eMpire

by Cole, Thomas

CoLe, WAterhouse, Monet, BerAuD, BouguereAu, MAignAn

Art Collectors Bedroom

Leighton, DrAper, CoLe,
(various artist)

fLAMing June, by Leighton, Fredric

guitArs, by D’ Angelico

(can be utilized as sculptures)
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A friDAy At the sALon of the frenCh Artists

by Grun, Jules Alexandre

A friDAy At the sALon of the frenCh Artists

by Grun, Jules Alexandre

LiLLith

by Collier, John

A fAvorite CustoM, AnD A DifferenCe of opinion

by Alma Tadema

knight, Monet, BerAuD, BouguereAu, MAignAn, 

ALMA tADeMA

(side wall art collectors bedroom)

In addition, the framing must be considered in 
advance to make sure that the display works with 
the room and the desired mood. This is a man’s 
home.  The client selected predominantly masculine 
works with hints of romanticism.  As I educate my 
collectors to appreciate great masterpieces, they 
become better at determining what styles fit their 
lives and homes.  Shortly after completing this home, 
we began to get inquiries from the owner’s guests 
who liked what they saw.  One woman, who owns 
a beach house, said, “I want my home to have the 
same feel as his,” and we delivered (see Highland 
Beach Home for the results).
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Victoria Park Home

This particular home was both challenging 
and exciting because the owner wanted to 
create a fresh and new, very up-to-date 
contemporary style.  We reviewed many 
artists and paintings that we thought 
might fit his taste and ultimately selected 
paintings by Vincent van Gogh, whose 
work is forever new and has a distinctly 
contemporary feel.  We then accented these 
painting selections with two pastels, also 
by Vincent van Gogh.  The collector also 
wanted some original art by Al Razza, a 
great choice because his work heightened 
the overall mood perfectly.

seAsCApe At sAinte-MAries (vieW of MeDiterAneAn)
by Gogh, Vincent van

siDeWALk CAfe At night

by Gogh, Vincent van
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gun fight toDAy o. kAyes CorrAL

by Kaye, Otis

the soWer, (Pastel) by Gogh, Vincent van

fLoWering ALMonD BrAnCh, by Gogh, Vincent van

AttAChMents

by Razza (original)

orChArD surrounDeD By Cypresses

(Pastel) by Gogh, Vincent van



Funding for “The Gallery of the Great Museums of the World” 
will come from art lovers around the world.

To be part of the project visit www.MuseumQualityFineArt.com  
and pledge your support.
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Edward Mero is an internationally 

recognized art dealer with a creatively 

driven passion for the arts.  Born in 

Anchorage, Alaska, he is the co-author 

of The Secret of Freedom.  He lives in South 

Florida and maintains a residence in New 

York City, but his expansive approach is 

inspired by the world at large.  

Edward Mero – Prestige Fine Art 

chapter sixteen



Museum Quality

Author and art dealer Ed Mero has been immersed in the world of museum 

quality art and fi ne art recreations for more than 20 years.  Along the way, 

he has accumulated many wonderful stories about artists, collectors, and 

the works of art that bring them all together.  His fascinating journey--

from pioneer to the nation’s foremost producer of affordable, top-notch 

recreations of world-famous museum paintings illustrates why collecting 

these “masterpieces of masterpieces” makes perfect sense.

“Museum Quality is a delightful and inspiring book written 
by a connoisseur of the arts.”

Mark Skousen,
renowned speaker, writer, and author of Forecast and Strategies

“I have gorgeous paintings from Prestige Fine Art all over my home 
and offi ce.  Guests never fail to comment on them.  I’ll be back when 
I have empty wall space… or just want to look at something new.”

Alex Green, 
investment director The Oxford Club, and author of An Embarrassment of Riches

Musuem Quality
museumqualityfi neart.com

Vision Project
www.GalleryoftheGreatMuseumsoftheWorld.com

www.prestigefi neart.comwww.prestigefi neart.com


